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Welcome to the Spanish Therapies. Please follow the links in the Therapy section below to access the resources. 

The areas for development are: Therapy 

 understanding language that contains some complex vocabulary, identifying 
main points, details and points of view and drawing simple conclusions 
about what has been heard and read 

 practise phrases triggering the subjunctive mood using Languages Online website, 
CGP 9-1 Revision and Practice book, page 149 

 practise using idiomatic expressions  
 practise Spanish Higher Translation skills across all topics using Doddle  

 communicating clearly in the spoken and written language using a variety of 
vocabulary, structures and verb tenses 

 practise written accuracy using Textivate website 

 practise the preterit, imperfect and pluperfect tenses using Languages Online 
website or CGP 9-1 Grammar workbook 

 practise Spanish Higher Translation skills across all topic areas using Doddle or CGP 
Exam Practice Workbook 

 understanding language about a range of topics by identifying the main 
points, details and points of view and generally writing clearly for different 
contexts 

 learn Higher Tier vocabulary using Memrise website to consolidate and expand 
higher tier vocabulary for all topic areas   

 practise the Spanish imperfect and preterit uses at on Languages Online website to 
conjugate more accurately 

 practise Spanish Higher Translation skills across all topic areas using Doddle or CGP 
Exam Practice Workbook 

 drawing conclusions about what has been heard and read and using a wider 
variety of vocabulary, structures and verb tenses 

 practise Spanish Higher Translation skills across all topic areas using Doddle or CGP 
Exam Practice Workbook 

 understanding complex language about a range of topics, identifying main 
points, more detailed information and points of view as well as using the 
imperfect tense to describe things in the past 

 use CGP 9-1 Grammar workbook for structures 

 practise conjugation using Languages Online website 

 use Textivate website to strive for better accuracy and precision in writing 

 understanding the main points, details and a range of opinions as well as 
identifying the difference between present, past and future events 

 consolidate and expand core vocabulary using Memrise website 

 use CGP 9-1 Grammar workbook pages 11, 13, 152, 154, 157 and 172 

 understanding material about a range of familiar topics by identifying the 
difference between present, past and future events 

 BBC Bitesize website: Spanish, Verbs - Higher 

 practise verbs using Languages Online website 
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 using a variety of structures and different verb tenses to refer to past and 
future events 

 CGP 9-1 Revision and Practice workbook, pages 131 - 140 

 understanding the main points and a range of opinions as well as identifying 
the difference between past, present and future events  

 consolidate and expand core vocabulary knowledge across all topic areas using 
Memrise website and CGP 9-1 Grammar workbook pages 8-10 

 understanding simple language that relates to familiar contexts by 
identifying the main points, extracting basic details and some opinions 
together with using more than one tense 

 conjugate the Spanish preterit tense more accurately by using Languages Online 
website 

 understanding more specific details in all topic areas and providing a greater 
range of opinions 

 understand and use a variety of opinions phrases on Doddle 

 showing some understanding of simple language that relates to familiar 

contexts by identifying main points and extracting basic details, along with 
using and understanding opinions 

 practise Spanish Foundation Translation skills across all topic areas using Doddle or 
CGP Exam Practice Workbook 
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